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1 Development of the uncertainty model for calibration of advanced 

simulator aOSG 
 

For the calibration procedure of the advanced simulator aOSG, there are two parts: i) the calibration 
of the mechanical properties of the pressure transducer and the device by static calibration and ii) the 
calibration of the dynamic properties of the simulator, e.g. temporal stability and repeatability of the 
amplitudes. Fig. 1 shows the measurement setup for calibration. The pressure generator (e.g. 
automatic calibrator, pump) is used to generate a constant static pressure, resulting in a corresponding 
simulator's output level. A fast pressure transducer (reference manometer in Fig. 1) is used to record 
the output level of the simulator. The effects of different internal volumes of the system (cuff, tube 
and residual volume) are tested using a variable volume vessel (V in Fig. 1). 
 

 
   
   

Fig. 1 Measuring set-up for calibration of the simulator (aOSG simulator).  

 
The blood pressure waveform database (which can be embedded into the simulator) was created by 

recording unit’s acquisition of the oscillometric blood pressure (BP) waveform during the reference 

auscultatory upper-arm sphygmomanometer with double stethoscope readings performed by two 

independent trained observers.  

 

1.1 Model of the aOSG calibration  
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The model of the simulator is composed of two contributions, static Pstat and dynamic Pdyn . 

P = Pstat + Pdyn 

The main uncertainty contributions to the static calibration a simulator are Eref uncertainty due to the 
accuracy of reference pressure instrument, ErefK correction of reference pressure instrument, Eref_rep 
repeatability of reading of reference pressure instrument, Edrift long-term drift of the reference 
pressure instruments (CMI), Eres resolution of simulator’s transducer display, Erep repeatability of 
simulator’s readings, Ehhc hydrostatic head correction and other systematic errors. 

Pstat = Psim + Eref + ErefK + Eref_rep+ Eres+ Edrift+ Erep+ Ehhc 

The main uncertainty contributions to the dynamic calibration a simulator are: Eampl_stab uncertainty 
due to the pulse amplitude stability, Eshape_stabf pressure pulse shape stability, ErecUnit uncertainty of the 
recording unit of the simulator and EcuffV uncertainty of the cuff volume error. 

Pdyn = Psim + Eampl_stab + Eshape_stab + ErecUnit + EcuffV 

In this model the covariances are considered negligible.  

1.2 Static calibration 
 

Static calibration shall be carried in accordance with recognised calibration guidelines, such as 

Guideline DKD-R 6-1 Calibration of Pressure Gauges (2014), or Euramet Calibration Guide No. 17 - 

Guidelines on the Calibration of Electromechanical and Mechanical Manometers (2019). 

Static calibration shall comprise of a set of two pressure preloading s and at least two series of pressure 
measurements consisting of eleven pressure steps with increasing and decreasing pressure (Fig 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Static calibration of simulator 
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1.3 Dynamic calibration 
 
Dynamic calibration is composed of evaluation of oscillometric pressure pulse amplitude and pressure 
pulse shape stability. Oscillometric pressure pulse amplitude stability shall be determined by analysing 
a series of consecutive pressure pulses, generated at specific static pressures. Pressure pulse shape 
stability shall be calculated as a correlation of shapes of these consecutive pressure pulses, generated 
at specific static pressures. 
 

2 Estimations of a typical uncertainty contributions for aOSG 

calibration 
 

Quantity Uncertainty) Unit 

Static accuracy aOSG    

Accuracy of reference pressure instrument 0.005 mmHg 

Correction of reference pressure instrument  0.008 mmHg 

Repeatability of reading of reference pressure 
instrument  

0.036 mmHg 

Long-term drift of the reference pressure 
instruments  

0.075 mmHg 

Resolution of simulator’s transducer display (0.1 
mmHg, see Fig. 3) 

0.029 mmHg 

Repeatability of simulator’s readings 0.036 mmHg 

Hydrostatic head correction and other 
systematic errors 

0.002 mmHg 

Dynamic accuracy aOSG   

Pulse amplitude stability error  (<0.1 mmHg) 0.1 mmHg 

Pressure pulse shape stability error (R2 > 0.998, 
<0.20 mmHg, <1%) 

0.2 mmHg 

Upgraded recording unit   
(UNIK 5000 Premium) 

0.6 mmHg 

Cuff volume error  0.01 mmHg 

 Expected expanded 
uncertainty (k= 2) 

0,78 mmHg 

 
 

3  Conclusion 

In this report, we present the uncertainty model for the aOSG calibration. Our estimates show that 
with this model, in combination with the proposed calibration method, the advanced simulator aOSG, 
and appropriate tools, the criterion of the expanded uncertainty of aOSG of about 1.5 mmHg can be 
met. 


